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FAMAART RETURNS TO BOLOGNA FROM 6 TO 9 OCTOBER 
THE EXHIBITION OF ITALIAN AND GLOBAL EXCELLENCE  

IN PICTURE FRAMES AND GRAPHIC ARTS 
OPERATORS ARRIVING FROM 40 COUNTRIES 

 
 
Famaart returns. After four years, the exhibition, organized by BolognaFiere with the 
support of FAMA International – the Consortium of Producers of Picture Frames, 
Accessories and Machinery – is being held in Bologna from 6-9 October. Following a 
long hiatus caused by the pandemic, the B2B event involving manufacturers, 
distributors and all professional operators in the picture frame and graphic arts sector 
is back.  

 
Famaart, now in its sixth edition, confirms its role as a global reference point for the 
compartment and is enhanced by an exhibition where, alongside the best and most 
established Italian companies, there will be a significant number of foreign operators. 
One day ahead of the opening, 1,100 professional operators, originating from more 
than 40 countries around the world, had already registered to take part, numbers 
that are even higher than those of the most recent pre-pandemic edition of the event 
in 2018. 
 
Thanks to the work of the organizers, the fair will see the entire sector represented 
with more than 30 trade categories, creating a highly specialized hub and a 
crossroads between the world’s best production and strategic buyers from the sector. 
Participants will experience three days filled with creativity, technology, innovation 
design and high-quality products. 
  
Famaart involves manufacturers of picture frames and their components, machines 
and equipment for cutting, assembly and fastening, graphic arts and specialized 
equipment for museums and conservation as well as new technologies for production. 
A complete showcase with all of the new innovations for the sector, ranging from 
items for fine arts – frames, brushes, colours, decorative plaster, painters’ canvases – 
decorative furniture, compositional materials and paints, glasses and special mirrors. 
 
The Ovest Costituzione entrance provides access to Exhibition Hall 20. 
 
For more information visit the website www.famaart.it 
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